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About This Software

The Hollywood Hills Mansion from LOOT Interactive is the perfect place to unwind and escape reality. Enjoy breathtaking
views of the Los Angeles skyline and immerse yourself in streaming entertainment on two large home theater screens, featuring
live content from Facade TV* and Ustream*! Or, for the ultimate in freedom, side-load your own content. (Can be experienced

with or without a VR headset.)

Designed as a realistic immersion into the lap of luxury, the Hollywood Hills Mansion emphasizes the "being" of VR as much as
doing. New features and experiences like streaming music, side loading and more are coming soon.

Press inquiries: contact@lootinteractive.com

* All content is subject to change from the providers and/or developer.
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Title: Hollywood Hills Mansion
Developer:
LOOT Interactive, LLC
Publisher:
LOOT Interactive, LLC
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 bit or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 14 GB available space

English
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One of the most fun video games to come out Steam Greenlight, and incredibly easy to get into. Flying airships into battle,
shooting cannons, boarding ships by jumping hundreds of feet across open sky, it has everything a good game should. Get it..
This is fantasticaly fun. So much so My buddy and I grabbed two non VR owners and made them play
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqn65RVT8Kk&ytbChannel=Super%20VR%20Bros

Theres 10 mins of just gameplay with 4 peeps having a blast. The Price is right and i can run this on my tablet as well so its a
great party game to show off VR as well as having a giggle!. Pretty impressive for something that is fairly early in development.
As with all early access games, if you're prepared to put up with bugs and you're interested, this is worth the time. The developer
is very responsive to the input of the player base acting on bug reports and feature suggestions (check the community
discussions). There are practice as well as competition inspired ranges and a number of highly detailed weapons with a variety
of sights, magazine capacities and classes from production (off the shelf) to open (anything goes). Relevant for anyone in the
realm of practical shooting whether it's from a competition or tactical perspective.

As mentioned there are bugs as it is in EA, if this is a deal breaker then wait until it's done.. Not a terrible game but there are
just many better alternatives for space strategy; I'd suggest something like Homeworld or Star Wolves instead.

+Graphics are decent for the time
+Voiced dialogue
+Excellent range of zoom from up close and personal to star map level

-Poor UI, often lacking in helpful information
-Controls are poorly explained and can be awkward
-Game is likely to crash due to 'sound system error' without manual fix/download:
http://www.moddb.com/mods/haegemonia-vector-prime/downloads/steam-legions-of-iron-sound-system-and-mp-fix. For a free
Steam game, this is alright. I am able to play it using my Xbox One Controller. My only concern is that it is quilte slow on my
computer. I have a 5 year old computer (HP 2000 laptop) so if you have an older computer, then wait until you upgrade. It's an
easy way to kill time when it's actually running fast! :D. Was super excited but it won't even get past the "connecting to steam"
screen.

"Update" It was just a server issue, everything is up. This game is probably the best bowling game I've played, VR or not.
Awesome job to the devs and especially grateful for their fast response.
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Outcast - Second Contact is a remastered version of a 1999 masterpiece game.

20 years is an epoch in game development timeline. Nowdays game looks dated on many levels:
* Certain lack of gameplay depth
* Somewhat simplistic story and not a lot of side-content
* Very basic character development
* Glitchy unnatural animations
* Lacunas in voice acting

The masterpiece is still there, though. Game has things to make up for its weaknesses. Well, two mainly:
* Strength of its worlds genesis and characters: you just believe in it. Between visuals (all new and shiny, making it look decent
in 2019) and fragmentary story inserts game is very immersive, despite not offering a lot on any other front.
* Orchestral music score. Still as touching and profound as it ever was.

Enjoyed every moment of my twenty years later re-walkthrough. Worth it, even If you know nothing about original game..
another pile of steaming ubisoft \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. requires uplay to run,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing avoid. Why did I spend money on this? I mean, I want to support LGBT content in videogames,
but not when it is this poorly made. Writing is grade-school level and the story is slow and boring. Some of the artwork is OK
but it is so sparce it gets really frustrating to click through the dialogue with the same pictures over and over. Absolute waste of
time and money.. Asethetic is nice but the game itself is hardly a game. Cool concept but this feels like a ps1 game.. If Endwar
got the BF2142 treatment, it'd make this game, Only real issue with it is that it doesn't have MP bots, but the missions are solid.
Worthy at a discount.
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